We compare play in private and public committees when insiders care both about how well the committee decision serves organizational goals, and about the rewards which outsiders give for representing their interests. We show that a private committee reaches decisions which better serve organizational goals than either a public committee or the median insider choosing alone; and that a committee can only exhibit a norm of consensus if insiders vote in private. Finally, any insider who does not vote for a private committee's decision must vote for a decision which better serves organizational goals; whereas a dissident in a public committee votes for a decision which worse serves organizational goals.
Introduction
Many committees conceal their voting patterns from outsiders, including the European Central Bank's Governing Council and the Bundesbank. It is widely believed that private committees, like the two monetary policy committees, exhibit a norm of consensus: voting unanimously, despite any prior disagreements. By contrast, public committees like the Bank of England, often reach their decisions by split vote. Issing (1999) connects the Bundesbank's privacy to its voting pattern and its performance: privacy insulates Bundesbank insiders from outside pressure, allowing the committee to better pursue its organizational goals and to reach consensual decisions. Analogously, Pound (1988) claims that confidential voting would deter management (outsiders) from rewarding shareholders with business links to the firm for voting in favor of proposals which reduce shareholder value (organizational goals). Conversely, Blinder (2004) argues that publicity fosters a culture of individual accountability at the Bank of England, which results in split voting. While Issing's claim seems plausible, the argument requires some elaboration. First, Issing does not explain how private committees achieve consensus, or why their agreed decisions serve organizational goals: for insiders who are subject to social pressure to conform (perhaps because of a joint interest in the committee's reputation) could vote unanimously for bad decisions. Second, privacy can only completely insulate insiders if outsiders are naive: for a sophisticated outsider would infer the voting pattern from a private committee's equilibrium decision, and reward insiders accordingly. Insiders' incentives then depend on the inferences which outsiders would draw from unexpected decisions; and these, in turn, depend on the (endogenous) voting pattern. 1 We explore the relationship between performance, voting patterns and the mechanism (privacy or publicity) by analyzing complete information models of committee voting in which insiders each have dual loyalties: they care about the committee's performance and about the rewards they receive from outsiders. Each extensive form is very simple: insiders vote simultaneously, and the committee reaches a decision which secures most votes. Outsiders then reward insiders: after observing the decision alone in a private committee, or the decision and the voting pattern in a public committee. Our main results compare performance and voting patterns in private and public committees. The results on performance focus on two cases: when the issue is binary, in the sense that there are two feasible decisions; and when the committee is homogeneous, in the sense that each insider receives the same reward for the same known vote, and there is a finite number of feasible decisions.
Private and public committees reach the same decision if the issue is sensitive enough (insiders care predominantly about their rewards) or if it is insensitive enough. In the former case, they reach the decision for which most outsiders give the highest reward; in the latter case, they reach the decision which optimizes performance. However, private committees outperform public committees when the trade-off between performance and rewards is intermediate and the issue is binary or the committee is homogeneous.
The intuition relies on the supposition that outsiders fully reward insiders for their vote in public committees: whether on or off the equilibrium path. Public committee insiders therefore have an incentive to secure the highest reward (viz. to grandstand) unless their vote is pivotal. By contrast, outsiders must condition their rewards on the decision reached by a private committee. Insiders are again fully rewarded for their equilibrium vote; but outsiders have to form beliefs about the voting pattern when a private committee reaches an unexpected decision. Some insiders must therefore be partially rewarded for a deviation which changes the committee decision. Insiders then have less of an incentive to deviate from voting for good decisions when there is a conflict between performance and rewards in private than in public committees. Loosely speaking, insiders earn their marginal reward to deviating in public committees, and their average reward in private committees.
In sum, privacy partially insulates insiders from the influence of outsiders with interests contrary to organizational goals. This explanation ties in with some conventional explanations of jury (cf. Note (1983) ) and grand jury secrecy (cf. Calkins (1965) ), of executive privilege, and of secret ballots. 2 We also show that a homogeneous public committee reaches the same decision as its median insider would take if she decided alone (as a 'dictator'). Consequently, our model may explain why decisions are often delegated to (private) committees, even if insiders do not bring independent information to the table.
Our other main results contrast the voting pattern in private and public committees. We show that heterogeneous public committees cannot vote unanimously; that dissidents in homogeneous public committees must vote for decisions which are worse, from an organizational point of view, than the committee decision; and that these dissidents earn more than plurality insiders. By contrast, dissidents in any private committee must vote for better decisions than the committee reaches, so the best decision can only be reached unanimously; and that these dissidents earn less than plurality insiders if the committee is homogeneous. In contrast to public committees, private committees may therefore exhibit a norm of consensus: voting unanimously though insiders would take different decisions if choosing as a dictator. On the other hand, our model predicts that all dissents must lie on one side of the committee decision, whether insiders vote in private or in public (under weak conditions).
Several of these results are reminiscent of claims made about committees which deliberate or whose insiders are subject to pressure to conform, such as the norm of consensus in private committees. We derive our more nuanced results in a framework which excludes any incomplete information/deliberation or social pressure.
Many committees (like corporate boards) are truly private, in the sense that they never reveal the voting pattern, precluding any test of our predictions. However a few committees, like the British Cabinet and various monetary policy committees, reveal their voting pattern after a long enough delay. We exploit data on voting patterns in monetary policy committees to argue that our predictions are broadly consistent with the evidence. This seems striking because members of monetary policy committees are probably less sensitive to outside influence than insiders in truly private committees.
Related literature Our model of private voting corresponds to Seidmann (2008a) , treating privacy as a moral hazard problem; while our model of public voting is equivalent to Groseclose and Milyo (2010) . Seidmann analyzes a committee with a supramajority quota, and asks how changing the quota affects performance. Groseclose and Milyo (2010) show that insiders have an incentive to grandstand when the issue is binary. 3 In contrast to our model, they assume that insiders lack any common interest. This difference is crucial because our arguments, particularly those concerning private committees, rely on insiders caring about performance. Neither Seidmann nor Groseclose and Milyo compares play across private and public committees.
A related adverse selection literature addresses the relationship between performance and the mechanism by treating voting as a signalling game in which insiders care about their reputation with outsiders. Insiders vote after privately observing a signal correlated with the state of the world and exchanging cheap talk messages. The closest papers are Levy (2007) , Stasavage (2007) and Visser and Swank (2007) , which compare homogeneous private and public committees when the issue is binary. Outsiders reward insiders for their perceived expertise in Levy and in Visser and Swank, and for their perceived preferences in Stasavage. Insiders are privately informed of their expertise and preferences in Levy and in Stasavage; Visser and Swank assume that they share outsiders' prior belief about their expertise. In contrast to these papers, we allow for a finite number of feasible decisions: a generalization which is known to be important in voting games.
Our results on comparative performance have counterparts in this literature. Levy shows that the outsider may be better off with either a private or with a public committee (depending on the voting rule). Visser and Swank show that insiders who vote in private and care enough about their reputation bias their votes towards the a priori less likely decision, as in other career concern models; whereas, contrary to our results, a committee which votes in public optimizes performance. Visser and Swank's results turn on their assumption that outsiders' interests and organizational goals are both best served when insiders truthfully reveal their signals during deliberation. By contrast, privacy matters in our model because outsider interests may conflict with organizational goals, allowing individual accountability to undermine performance. In contrast to Levy and to Visser and Swank, all three mechanisms reach the same decision in our model when the issue is sensitive enough or when insiders receive the highest rewards if they vote for the best decision.
Stasavage shows that informative equilibria are more likely to exist if insiders vote in private, but does not compare performance. 4 The intuitions for our respective results differ because Stasavage assumes that some insiders do not rank decisions according to organizational goals. The arguments also differ because each insider is pivotal with positive probability in Stasavage, whereas no insider who votes in public need be pivotal in our model. Nevertheless, both models exploit the fact that outsiders must infer the voting pattern from a private committee's decision.
Our demonstration that a private committee may outperform a dictator relies on strategic voting, whereas adverse selection models explain delegation to committees as a means to aggregate the information in insiders' signals. Visser and Swank (2007) highlights this feature: if insiders truthfully revealed their signals then a private committee would reach the same decision as the pivotal insider, if she took the decision as a dictator after observing all signals. However, a private committee may outperform a dictator who cannot observe other insiders' signals.
In further contrast to this literature, we exploit our simpler framework to develop testable implications about voting patterns across mechanisms, and to address the relationship between performance and voting patterns. These turn on our demonstration that dissidents in private committees always vote for better decisions: a result which has no counterpart in the related literature. A private committee might not vote unanimously in Visser and Swank, but all insiders would claim to have done so because experts observe the state perfectly, and because outsiders hold the same prior beliefs about insiders' ex-pertise.
5 A converse result holds in our model: heterogeneous private committees always vote unanimously for the best decision, but some insiders would claim otherwise.
These models and our paper differ from the literature on lobbying by assuming that outsiders cannot commit to rewards. Outsiders can ensure that both public and private committees reach their ideal decision -at least in benchmark lobbying models -either by conditioning rewards on all insiders' votes (cf. dal Bo (2007)) or by committing to punish insiders if the committee reaches any other decision. By contrast, we determine the rewards given after unexpected decisions endogenously.
We define the binary issue model in Section 2, and present our results in Section 3. We define and analyze the nonbinary issue model in Section 4, and summarize our results in Section 5.
Binary issue: model
In this section, we present a model of committees which consider a binary issue: that is, they must take one of two feasible decisions. We will distinguish between committees whose voting pattern is private and public, and between one-and multi-member committees, calling the former a dictator. We will refer to these means of taking a decision as mechanisms.
The games are played by J insiders, indexed by j. (We treat outsiders nonstrategically: see below.) It will prove expositionally convenient (but otherwise inessential) to suppose that there is an odd number of insiders.
6 A bare majority [resp. minority] is then (J +1)/2 [resp. (J − 1)/2]; we call any larger majority 'strict'.
Insiders simultaneously vote for one of the two feasible decisions, which we denote by h and l; we exclude abstentions for expositional convenience. We will refer to the list of strategies as the voting pattern.
The committee takes the decision which secures a majority of votes: the committee decision. We refer to the other decision as the dissent. Insiders who vote for the committee decision are called the plurality; all others are dissidents. As J is odd, an insider is pivotal if half of the other insiders vote for each of the decisions (so a dictator is always pivotal).
Each insider has dual loyalties in the sense that her payoff depends both on the committee decision and on the reward she receives. The first component is represented by a function p(d), which is common across all insiders and commonly known by all players.
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It is convenient to think of p(.) as measuring the extent to which the committee decision meets some organizational goals; so we refer to the function as performance. We normalize performance such that p(l) = 0 and p(h) = 1. We will compare performance across mechanisms; so these results could be interpreted in terms of mechanism design by an (implicit) organization. However, performance may also represent common interests which emerge as a result of social interaction, such as between members of Congress. 5 In contrast, we determine outsider inferences from non-equilibrium decisions endogenously. 6 Seidmann (2008b) provides analogous results for even-numbered committees. 7 Groseclose and Milyo's (2010) Dual Conflict assumption excludes any such common interest across insiders; while the literature on Condorcet juries assumes that p is not commonly known.
We write insider j's payoff as p(d) + sr j , where r j denotes the reward that insider j receives and s > 0. We will refer to the trade-off term s as the sensitivity of the issue. The supposition that sensitivity is common across all insiders simplifies exposition without materially affecting our main results.
We suppose that there are two sorts of (nonstrategic) outsider. One sort of outsider gives his insider a reward of r if he believes that she voted h with probability r; the other sort gives his insider a reward of r if he believes that she voted l with probability r. We assume that each outsider's beliefs are rational, conditional on equilibrium play. These beliefs also depend on the mechanism: each outsider observes the committee decision alone in private committees, and also observes the voting pattern in public voting games. Rewards are therefore conditioned on the committee decision alone in private voting games, and on the voting pattern in public voting games.
We suppose that each insider is associated with a unique outsider. 8 Accordingly, we will refer to the number of insiders who are rewarded for voting h as the committee's composition.
In sum, we have described a private and a public voting game for a committee of fixed size and composition, for given sensitivity. Note that insiders' best responses are independent of rewards when s = 0, in which case insiders play a conventional voting game.
Private voting games may have multiple pure strategy Nash equilibria because this solution concept pins down outsider inferences when the committee reaches the equilibrium decision, but does not identify who deviated if the committee were to take the other decision. In common with Austen-Smith and Feddersen (2005), we use trembling hand perfection (henceforth THP) to pin down these inferences. This approach involves imagining that each insider votes unexpectedly with arbitrarily small probability (for some unspecified reason). The committee may then take an unexpected decision, which pins down outsider inferences. Specifically: take a given game, whether private or public. In a perturbation of this game, each insider is constrained to vote for each decision with at least some minimal probability. In conventional terminology, each insider trembles with positive probability. The original game is the limit of any sequence of perturbed games in which each insider's minimal probabilities approach zero. Accordingly, we say that a strategy combination of the original game is THP if and only if it is the limit of Nash equilibria in some such sequence of perturbed games. We will therefore analyze the original game by considering properties of every neighboring game: that is, every perturbed game in which each insider's minimal probability is arbitrarily small. Outsider inferences off the equilibrium path of the original game are then determined by some mutually consistent belief about the likelihood of unexpected votes; and, in particular, the relative likelihood that a given insider trembled if the committee takes the unexpected decision. We have italicized some to emphasize that THP imposes relatively weak conditions. THP has very little effect in public voting games because Nash equilibria are generically strict. The attraction of THP in private voting games is that rewards can then only be conditioned on the committee decision. Each insider's payoff therefore only depends on her vote when pivotal in a perturbed game, no matter how unlikely it is that she is pivotal. In light of these observations, we will analyze each game by characterizing pure, THP strategy combinations, calling them equilibria. We will say that a committee reaches decision d if it takes that decision in an equilibrium. We will characterize equilibria of the various games in terms of performance and of voting patterns, where the second category describes the dissents, the number of dissidents, and their payoffs. We will also compare play across mechanisms for fixed composition and sensitivity.
Before doing so, we first introduce some notation to describe committee composition, and then compare our treatment of outsiders with the related literature:
We will say that an insider is in H if her outsider would reward her for voting h; and that she is otherwise in L. Internal members of a central bank's monetary policy committee are represented by insiders in H; whereas external members could be insiders in L.
We describe decision h [resp. l] as the populist decision for insiders in H [resp. L]. We will also abuse notation by writing H and L for the cardinality of the respective sets of insiders (so H+L = J). We will also say that the committee is L-dominated if a majority of insiders is in L; and that the committee is otherwise H-dominated. It will (unsurprisingly) turn out that insiders in H never face a conflict between performance and rewards. The various mechanisms can only perform differently in L-dominated committees.
We will describe a committee as homogeneous if all insiders are in L or all insiders are in H; and otherwise as heterogeneous. Homogeneity looks like a special case on our supposition that each insider is rewarded by a different outsider. However, it captures an alternative supposition: that a single outsider rewards every insider.
A dictator is a one-insider committee, and is therefore a special case of the model. A dictator's choice depends, of course, on whether she is in L. We will compare the performance of a dictator and of a committee by supposing that the dictator is in L if and only if the committee is L-dominated. In this sense, the dictator is the median insider.
The insider-outsider relationship can be interpreted very widely. If insiders are elected representatives then outsiders might be thought of as voters or lobbyists. Alternatively, insiders may represent and be answerable to stakeholders, such as Reserve Bank presidents on the FOMC (the Federal Reserve's monetary policy committee) or representatives of diverse approaches to the academic discipline on a tenure committee. Our description of outsider behavior corresponds to Mayhew's (1974) influential model of position taking, and has also been adopted by Diermeier and Myerson (1999) , Groseclose and Milyo (2010) and others.
10 Rewards are retrospective on this interpretation, say representing gratitude. Rewards could alternatively be thought of as actions which affect insider payoffs in unmodelled subgames starting next period, such as commercial relations between management and shareholders or the probability of reappointment.
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Outsiders, in effect, best respond to the inferences they draw about voting patterns after every history, including those in which the committee reaches an unexpected decision. By contrast, an outsider who could commit to a reward schedule (as in dal Bo (2007)) would typically deter some votes by threatening punishments for committee decisions and/or votes off the equilibrium path. In further contrast, our assumptions about outsider payoffs preclude interpreting rewards as purely monetary: for each insider would then anticipate that her outsider would give as low a monetary reward as possible, irrespective of her vote, and could therefore not be influenced; whereas an outsider who could commit might offer positive monetary rewards.
Binary issue: results
We divide this section into four parts. We characterize equilibrium play in public and private voting games with several insiders in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 respectively, and for a dictator in Section 3.3. We compare voting patterns and performance across mechanisms in Section 3.4.
Public voting
Our analysis of public voting relies on the following simple result:
Lemma PU a An insider who is not pivotal in an equilibrium of a public voting game strictly prefers to vote for her populist decision.
b Insiders in H vote h in every equilibrium of a public voting game.
c Every Nash equilibrium in a public voting game is trembling hand perfect.¥
The (trivial) argument for part a does not rely on the number of feasible decisions; so we will also use the result in the next section. Part a corresponds to Groseclose and Milyo (2010) Lemma 1.
A pivotal insider in H would always vote h; so part a implies that insiders in H strictly prefer to vote h in every equilibrium, proving part b. Furthermore, every insider in an Hdominated committee must vote for her populist decision, and the committee must reach h.
Now suppose the committee is L-dominated. It is convenient to separate out cases in which a bare and a strict majority of insiders are in L:
If L = (J + 1)/2 then an insider in L must be pivotal in every equilibrium; so the committee must reach h if s < 1, and l if s > 1.
If L > (J + 1)/2 then the committee can only reach l when every insider votes for her populist decision. No insider can profitably deviate from such a strategy combination. On the other hand, Lemma PU implies that some insider in L must be pivotal when the committee reaches h; so the committee can only reach h if s < 1.
Part c follows from the observations that insiders who are pivotal necessarily choose their equilibrium vote in neighboring games; and that nonpivotal insiders prefer their equilibrium vote in neighboring games, where they are arbitrarily unlikely to be pivotal.
Finally, note that dissidents cannot be pivotal; so Lemma PU implies that they earn at least as much as plurality insiders.
We summarize these arguments in Proposition 3.1:
Proposition 3.1 (Public committees) Suppose that s 6 = 1.
a An H-dominated public committee reaches h, with all insiders voting their populist decisions, in every equilibrium. An L-dominated public committee reaches l, with all insiders voting their populist decisions, in an equilibrium; and it reaches h in an equilibrium, with a bare minority of insiders in L voting l, if s < 1.
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b Dissidents earn at least as much as plurality insiders, and earn strictly more if the committee is homogeneous.¥ Proposition 3.1a implies that an L-dominated committee might reach either h or l if s < 1. The equilibrium where insiders in L vote l is implausible if insiders can discuss their intentions before voting: for any coalition of
−H insiders in L has a mutually profitable joint deviation to voting h when s < 1; and no subset of these insiders has a profitable further deviation back to voting for l. In other words, an L-dominated committee cannot reach l in a coalition proof equilibrium if s < 1.
13 Conversely, the other equilibria specified in Proposition 3.1a are coalition proof; so public voting games have a unique coalition proof equilibrium if s 6 = 1.
Proposition 3.1 implies that a public committee can reach h in the obvious cases: if the committee is H-dominated or if the median insider cares more about performance than about receiving a higher reward. More generally, part a implies that the committee's decision is determined by the median insider's vote when pivotal in every coalition proof equilibrium. This means that, for any fixed sensitivity, performance only depends on size and composition according to whether the committee is L-dominated.
Lemma PU implies that a heterogeneous committee never votes unanimously. Proposition 3.1a implies that the plurality consists of either a bare majority of insiders or of all insiders of the majority sort.
In contrast to Proposition 3.1a, Groseclose and Milyo (2010) Proposition 1 states that every insider votes for her populist decision in public. Insiders may be pivotal in equilibrium in our model because we assume that insiders all care about performance. By contrast, Groseclose and Milyo's result depends on their Dual Conflict assumption, which is equivalent to a sensitive enough issue in our model. Proposition 3.1a implies that every insider then votes for her populist decision.
Proposition 3.1b confirms a popular view that dissidents in public committees grandstand by playing to their local audience. Dissidents may vote for h in heterogeneous committees, but any dissidents in a homogeneous committee must vote for l.
Private voting
Our analysis of private voting relies on the following result:
Lemma PR1 a A private committee can only reach decision h unanimously.
b Insiders in H vote h in every equilibrium of a private voting game.
Proof For fixed sensitivity, insiders' payoffs only depend on the decision which the committee reaches; so insiders determine their votes in perturbed games by their incentives in the event that they are pivotal. Consequently, insider j's equilibrium strategy in a perturbed game is to vote h if and only if s[r j (l) − r j (h)] < 1: where r j (d) is the reward that insider j receives when the committee reaches decision d.
a Consider a putative equilibrium of the private voting game in which the committee reaches h and some insider j votes l. Outsiders believe that insider j almost surely voted l when the committee reaches h in neighboring games (by definition of an equilibrium). They also believe that insider j almost surely voted l when the committee reaches l in neighboring games: for if insider j trembled then yet more plurality insiders must have trembled for the committee to reach h, which is arbitrarily unlikely in neighboring games. Consequently, insider j's equilibrium reward would be independent of the decision reached; so she could profitably deviate to voting h.
b If the committee reaches h then part a implies that insiders in H earn 1 + s, and can therefore not profitably deviate in neighboring games. If the committee reaches l then an insider in H who voted for l would earn 0, and could therefore profitably deviate in neighboring games.¥ Lemma PR1a seems rather striking. It relies on two features of our model:
• Equilibrium strategies in the private voting game are the limit of equilibrium strategies in neighboring games, where insiders vote for the decision which they prefer the committee to reach: that is, as if they were pivotal.
• For fixed rewards, insiders share a common preference ordering over the committee's decision. This implies that all insiders vote for the better decision (h) unless outsiders give high enough rewards in equilibrium when the committee reaches l. The condition 'in equilibrium' is important here: the proof relies on the rewards which must be paid in any equilibrium where a given insider votes l.
The argument used to prove Lemma PR1a does not rely on the number of feasible decisions; so we will use it again in the next section. Note -again for future reference -that every equilibrium is coalition proof: for insiders vote as if pivotal in neighboring games, and can therefore never gain from joint deviations.
Lemma PR1a has a counterpart in Seidmann (2008a) , where a private committee operates with a supramajority quota. Lemma 1a states that such a committee can only reach decisions which improve on the status quo unanimously. However, the argument differs because insiders must always be pivotal between such decisions and the status quo.
The proof of Lemma PR1c does not rely on the likelihood of an insider being pivotal in a neighboring game. Lemma PR1c illustrates an important contrast with public voting games, where nonpivotal insiders vote for their populist decisions because they are arbitrarily unlikely to be pivotal in neighboring games.
In the remainder of this subsection, we will characterize equilibrium play. It is convenient to describe necessary and sufficient conditions for a committee to reach h and to reach l in sequence.
14 Lemma PR2 A private committee reaches h if and only if it is H-dominated or s ≤ 2L/(2L + 1 − J).
Proof Write λ j for the probability that insider j votes l in a perturbed game. We will refer to the collection {λ j } for some perturbed game as the perturbation structure.
All insiders must vote h if the committee reaches h (by Lemma PR1a). Insiders in H cannot profitably deviate because they earn their maximal payoff, irrespective of the perturbation structure of neighboring games. Insiders in L earn 1, and can therefore not profitably deviate if and only if sr j (l) ≤ 1. Accordingly, we can choose the relative likelihood with which insiders in H tremble in order to satisfy the incentive constraints for insiders in L.
In every equilibrium of a perturbed game, insider j receives a reward equal to the probability that she voted l, conditional on the committee decision. It is arbitrarily most likely that a bare majority of insiders trembled if the committee reaches l in a neighboring game; so, the more likely it is that insiders in H trembled, the lower is the reward that each insider j in L receives. Consequently, it is easiest to satisfy all insiders' incentive constraints if every insider in H is arbitrarily more likely to tremble to voting l than any insider in L. This observation implies that an H-dominated committee reaches h in a (unanimous) THP strategy combination, irrespective of the sensitivity. To see this, imagine that the committee reached l in a neighboring game. A majority of insiders are in H, so outsiders give a very small reward to insiders in L because they believe that these insiders are arbitrarily unlikely to have trembled. Consequently, insiders in L cannot profitably deviate when pivotal in neighboring games, and the strategy combination is THP. Accordingly, suppose henceforth that the committee is L-dominated.
If the committee reaches l in a neighboring game then it is arbitrarily most likely that exactly L − (J − 1)/2 insiders in L trembled (given our supposition that insiders in H are most likely to tremble). All insiders j in L face the same incentive constraint (sr j (l) ≤ 1); and an increase in λ i reduces the probability that insider j 6 = i trembled when the committee reaches l in a neighboring game. Consequently, it is easiest to satisfy all of the constraints if insiders in L are equally likely to tremble. Insiders in L then receive a reward of about (2L + 1 − J)/2L when the committee reaches l in a neighboring game; and no insider can profitably deviate if s ≤ 2L/(2L + 1 − J).¥ Note, for future reference, that 2L/(2L + 1 − J) exceeds 1 whenever there are several insiders (J > 1).
We now turn to conditions for the committee to reach l.
Lemma PR3 A private committee reaches l if and only if it is L-dominated and s ≥ 2L/(2L + 1 − J).
Proof Lemma PR1b implies that insiders in H cannot profitably deviate from voting h when the committee reaches l; so an H-dominated committee cannot reach l. Accordingly, suppose henceforth that a majority of insiders are in L. In light of Lemma PR1b, we focus on the incentives of insiders in L.
No insider who votes h when the committee reaches l can profitably deviate in a neighboring game: for it is arbitrarily unlikely that this insider trembled if the committee reached the decision that she voted for; so she receives about 0, irrespective of the committee decision, and therefore prefers to vote h when pivotal. Consequently, the committee reaches l if and only if insiders in L who vote l cannot profitably deviate in neighboring games.
Write V l for the insiders who vote l in a putative equilibrium and for the cardinality of that set. This set must contain a majority of insiders; but Lemma PR1 does not pin down its size, in contrast to cases where the committee reaches h. We will prove the result by showing that it is easiest to satisfy incentive constraints when all insiders in L vote l.
The arguments above imply that only insiders j in V l could profitably deviate. They each earn s in the putative equilibrium, and can therefore not profitably deviate in neighboring games if and only if s[1 − r j (h)] ≥ 1.
For any fixed V l , it is arbitrarily most likely that exactly V l − J−1 2 out of V l insiders trembled if the committee reached h in a neighboring game. An argument used in the proof of Lemma PR2 then implies that it is easiest to satisfy the incentive constraints of insiders who vote l when they are equally likely to tremble. Each insider in V l then receives a reward of about (J − 1)/2V l if the committee reaches h in a neighboring game. Consequently, no insider can profitably deviate when s ≥ 2V l /(2V l − J + 1).
We can now demonstrate that it is easiest to satisfy incentive constraints when all insiders in L vote l. To see this, suppose that the committee reaches l in an equilibrium where some insider j in L votes h. Now consider another strategy combination in which j votes l and all other insiders' strategies are unchanged. If j is arbitrarily most likely to tremble to voting h then she cannot profitably deviate, and the constraints facing all other insiders are unchanged. However, it is easiest to satisfy incentive constraints in neighboring games where all insiders in the enlarged V l are equally likely to tremble. The probability that insider k in V l trembled when the committee reaches h is higher after the change in j's vote because insider j might not have trembled; so the reward each insider receives when the committee reaches h in a neighboring game is now lower. Consequently, a committee can reach l when the issue is less sensitive according to the new strategy combination. Repeated application of this argument implies that it is easiest to satisfy incentive constraints when all insiders in L vote l. Substituting V l = L into the lower bound on s proves the result.¥
The argument above establishes that, for some sensitivities, an L-dominated committee can reach l when all insiders in L vote l, but not when some of them vote h. Note, for future reference, that it does not preclude insiders in L voting for h when the committee reaches l. In other words, a private committee with all insiders in L can reach a bad decision by split vote.
Our main result in this subsection is:
Proposition 3.2 (Private voting games) Equilibrium performance is unique in generic private voting games.
a The committee reaches h in generic private voting games if and only if it is H-dominated or s < 2L/(2L + 1 − J). The committee must vote unanimously if it reaches h, but can only reach l unanimously if every insider is in L.
b Dissidents earn no more than plurality insiders, and earn strictly less if the committee is homogeneous.¥ Unique performance and part a follow from Lemmas PR1-3. Lemma PR1a implies that there are no dissidents when the committee reaches h. If the committee reaches l then insiders in H and plurality insiders earn s, while any insiders in L who vote for h earn 0. This proves part b.
The equilibrium voting pattern is unique and coalition proof when the committee reaches h, but l can be reached with several equilibrium voting patterns if the issue is sensitive enough. However, part b implies that l can only be reached unanimously in a coalition proof equilibrium. (Recall that the same properties apply when insiders vote in public.) Proposition 3.2 implies that a private committee reaches h in the obvious cases: if a majority of insiders are in H or if the median insider cares more about performance than her reward. More interestingly, Proposition 3.2 specifies a maximal sensitivity for which the committee can reach h. This upper bound is determined by the incentives of insiders in L when they are equally likely to tremble, which implies that these insiders receive an average reward when the committee reaches the unexpected decision in neighboring games. By contrast, the associated upper bound on sensitivity is determined by the median insider's choice when pivotal in public voting games: for insiders in L then receive the full reward for switching the decision to l.
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Similar arguments apply to changes in composition. Proposition 3.2 implies that increasing the number of insiders in L in a fixed-size committee can only prevent the committee from reaching h: increasing L has the same effect as increasing V l for fixed L. By contrast, every L-dominated public committee reaches l when s < 1.
Lemma PR1a implies that dissidents in private committees must vote h. The proof of Proposition 3.2b implies that insiders in L who dissent earn less than plurality insiders. These are, of course, equilibrium properties: dissidents are no more virtuous than plurality insiders.
The doctrine of collective responsibility requires members of a British Cabinet to maintain a united front. (See, for example, Brady (1999) .) Insiders have an interest to deny any dissent in Visser and Swank (2007) because experts all observe the same signal, and outsiders believe a priori that all insiders are equally likely to be experts. This property does not hold in our model: insiders in L would like outsiders to believe that h was not reached unanimously.
It is widely believed that committees with a common purpose reach good decisions unanimously because better arguments prevail during deliberations. Our model incorporates common purpose (performance); but the link between performance and voting patterns in Proposition 3.2 turns on outside influence rather than any deliberations.
Dictator
A dictator is a one-insider committee. Consequently Propositions 3.1 and 3.2, which cover the special case of J = 1, immediately imply: Proposition 3.3 (Dictator) A dictator who votes in private or in public reaches decision l if and only if she is in L and s ≥ 1.¥ Proposition 3.3 implies that equilibrium play does not depend on the mechanism: the outsider can always infer a dictator's vote, whichever decision is reached, and therefore gives the same reward for any vote, whether conducted in private or in public.
Comparing mechanisms
We now use our previous results to compare voting patterns and performance across mechanisms, starting with the former. b Dissidents always vote l in homogeneous public committees, and always vote h in private committees.
c Dissidents in public [resp. private] committees earn at least as much as [resp. no more than] plurality insiders, and earn strictly more [resp. less] if the committee is homogeneous.
d An L-dominated public committee reaches h by split vote and l unanimously. A private committee can reach l either unanimously or by split vote.
Proof a Lemma PU precludes unanimity in a heterogeneous public voting game. Proposition 3.2 implies that a private committee reaches h under the specified conditions; while Lemma PR1a implies that the committee must then vote unanimously. Lemma PR1b implies that such a committee cannot reach l unanimously.
b If all insiders are in H then they all vote h in public, so there is no dissent. If all insiders are in L then the public committee reaches h when s < 1, with a bare minority of insiders dissenting; and it otherwise reaches l without any dissidents.
Lemma PR1a states that no insider dissents when a private committee reaches h; while insiders in H must dissent when a private committee reaches l.
c follows immediately from Propositions 3.1b and 3.2b. d Any public committee which votes unanimously must consist solely of insiders in L. The claim about public committees then follows from Proposition 3.1.
The proof of Proposition 3.2 implies that a private committee whose insiders are all in L can reach l either unanimously or by split vote when the issue is sensitive enough.¥ Part b suggests that privacy raises the quality of voting (as well as performance: cf. Proposition 3.5 below). This result is reminiscent of the claim that privacy raises the quality of deliberation: cf. Issing (1999) .
Say that a committee exhibits a norm of consensus if it votes unanimously, but an insider would have taken the other decision as dictator. Proposition 3.4a states that a heterogeneous public committee cannot vote unanimously; while Propositions 3.1a and 3.3 imply that a dictator would reach the same decision as a homogeneous public committee. Consequently, a public committee cannot exhibit a norm of consensus. A homogeneous private committee can also not exhibit a norm of consensus because it would only reach a given decision unanimously if a dictator would also reach that decision. However, a heterogeneous private committee exhibits such a norm whenever sensitivity is between 1 and 2L/(2L + 1 − J): for the committee would then reach h unanimously, but insiders in L would reach l as dictators. This observation is consistent with anecdotal reports that dissent is unusual in private committees, despite initial disagreement between their insiders.
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Proposition 3.4 suggests some simple tests of our model, conditional on identifying heterogeneous committees and performance. However the predictions are, in practice, difficult to test because the voting pattern in private committees, (such as corporate boards) is usually unobservable. However, our predictions can be tested for committees which eventually release their voting patterns, like various monetary policy committees. 17 We now use Propositions 3.2 and 3.3 to interpret Meade and Stasavage's (2008) evidence on deliberation and voting on the FOMC: 18 FOMC insiders incorrectly believed that recordings of their deliberations at 32 meetings between 1989 and 1992 were taped over; so they behaved as if the committee was private. 14 of these meetings ended with unanimous votes on the interest rate. Over the whole period, 48 insiders voiced dissent (from the eventual committee decision), 35 insiders dissented, and 27 insiders voiced dissent, but then voted for the committee decision.
Suppose that we interpret the views expressed during deliberations as sincere reports of the decision which each insider would have reached as dictator; and we treat the FOMC as a private committee, in the sense that publication of its voting pattern was delayed. We can then exploit Propositions 3.2 and 3.3 to calculate conditions for dissonance between the views expressed during deliberations and subsequent votes. Specifically, an insider voices dissent and then votes with the plurality if and only if she is in L, s ≥ 1, and either the committee is H-dominated or s ≤ 2L/(2L + 1 − J); but no insider can dissent after expressing support for the committee decision. The 27 incidents of insiders withdrawing their expressed dissent are therefore consistent with our model: viz. without appealing to social pressures to conform or to persuasion during deliberations. 19 The 13 incidents of an insider voicing assent and then dissenting are inconsistent with our model. Meade (2005) p.100 explains these observations by the relevant insiders' dissent on the FOMC's other decision: the bias of policy. 20 We now compare the decisions reached by the different mechanisms. Our next result again fixes the size and composition of a committee, and compares performance as sensitivity changes. We say that mechanism A outperforms mechanism B if h is reached with mechanism A alone for some generic sensitivities, and both mechanisms reach the same decision otherwise.
Propositions 3.1-3.3 immediately imply Proposition 3.5 (Performance) a A private committee outperforms a public committee and a dictator.
b A dictator outperforms a public committee.¥ Part b relies on the existence of equilibria in which an L-dominated public committee reaches l when s < 1. A public committee reaches the decision which its median insider would take when pivotal in every coalition proof equilibrium; and a dictator is the median insider, and is always pivotal. (Groseclose (2007) obtains an analogous result.)
Insiders in L receive the full reward for voting l in public committees. These committees reach the decision for which the median insider votes when pivotal in every coalition proof equilibrium, when L-dominated public committees reach h if and only if s ≤ 1. By contrast, insiders in L only receive a partial reward if they vote l when pivotal in private because outsiders do not know which insiders trembled. Consequently, insiders in L have a lesser incentive to vote l in private committees, which therefore outperform public committees.
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(This conclusion is reinforced if we allow for equilibria which are not coalition proof.) Proposition 3.5a formalizes Issing's (1999) argument in favor of private central banks; but it does not rely on any account of deliberation in private. Stasavage (2007) obtains a related result in a Condorcet jury model where insiders care about their reputation for being in H as well as performance. However, he notes that private and public committees vote unanimously for the same decision if insiders can deliberate (exchange cheap talk messages) before voting. Visser and Swank (2007) obtain the opposite result in their adverse selection model of voting. Public voting (naturally) benefits outsiders in their model. This translates into 19 See Blinder (2004) on the FOMC as a collegial committee (with pressures to conform). 20 Swank et al (2008) argue that the reduction in voiced dissent and in dissonance after 1992 supports predictions in Visser and Swank (2007) . 21 The same argument works if J is even. We can show that it also works if different insiders have different sensitivities (e.g. because some insiders are influenced by more outsiders than others).
better performance because their model implies that outsiders' interests and organizational goals are both best served when insiders truthfully reveal their signals. If all insiders were in H then all mechanisms would reach h in our model, where privacy matters because outsider interests may conflict with organizational goals.
The evidence on Proposition 3.5a is mixed. According to Pound (1988) , confidential proxy voting would deter management from rewarding shareholders who support bad projects; but Romano (2003) reports no significant effect of confidential proxy voting on shareholder value. However, Romano's evidence is consistent with Proposition 3.5 because such shareholders could evade confidentiality by attending the AGM. More promisingly, better performing investment clubs in Harrington's (2008) study were more likely to use secret ballots.
Proposition 3.5 provides a novel explanation for delegating to a committee: the intuition being that privacy dampens incentives to grandstand. Models of a Condorcet jury may also explain delegation to a committee as a means to aggregate insiders' private information; but in contrast, we predict that delegation to a public committee is fruitless.
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Insiders in H prefer to vote in private because they receive the same reward, and a private committee outperforms a public committee. By contrast, insiders in L prefer to vote in public: for they earn at least max{s, 1} in a public committee; but earn 1 when s < 2L/(2L + 1 − J) and s otherwise in a private committee.
Nonbinary issue
In the last section, we obtained some strong results on performance and voting patterns when only two decisions are feasible: that is, the issue is binary. Several of our arguments exploited the binary structure of the model: in particular, that an insider can only be pivotal between h and l. A dictator is necessarily pivotal between all decisions; but insiders might be pivotal between different decisions in private and public voting games if the committee could take more than two decisions. This possibility might preclude generalizing our arguments on comparative performance, which relied on a comparison between marginal and average rewards. Furthermore, the committee decision necessarily secures a majority of votes when the issue is binary. The related literature assumes that the issue is binary;
23 whereas we will demonstrate that the main results from Section 3 still carry over in interesting cases.
We start by defining games in which the issue is not binary. Write the (finite) set of decisions as D, which we treat as scalars. We again suppose that an insider's strategy is her vote, which is now a decision in D; and that outsiders give a reward after observing the committee decision, as well as the voting pattern in public committees.
If insiders only have two feasible votes then a decision which secures a plurality also secures a majority of votes; and such a decision is uniquely determined by the voting pattern of an odd-numbered committee. Neither property generalizes when the issue is not binary. In this section, we suppose that the committee takes a decision which secures a plurality of votes; and we suppose that the committee takes the worst of the decisions which secure most votes. An insider is now pivotal if changing her vote alters the committee decision with positive probability.
Organizational interests are again represented by a performance function p, with domain D. We simplify exposition by assuming that different decisions yield different performance (so p is a strict function); and we say that decision e is better than decision d if p(d) < p(e).
We again assume that insider j earns p(d) + sr j if the committee reaches d and she receives a reward of r j .
Finally, we generalize our previous assumption about outsider sorts. We identify outsider j with a strict function g j : D → <; and suppose that he gives a reward of
if he believes that insider j voted for decision d with probability π d . In this model, the domain of g j (gratitude) is D rather {h, l}; in the binary issue game: g j (h) 6 = g j (l) ∈ {0, 1}. Insider j's populist decision is then the vote which maximizes gratitude; and a committee is homogeneous if g j (v) = g(v) for every insider j. (Recall that homogeneous outsiders are equivalent to a single outsider.)
Aside from these generalizations, the private and public voting games are equivalent to those described and analyzed in previous sections. However, our previous solution concept has much less power in this context. Consider, for example, a private voting game in which some feasible decision d ∈ D yields every insider extremely low gratitude and performance. If decision e is better than d and yields every insider more gratitude than d then there is an equilibrium in which all insiders vote e because all insiders are arbitrarily most likely to tremble to d. THP is also too weak in public voting games with a nonbinary issue: for example, if the committee is homogeneous and the issue is insensitive enough then the committee takes every decision which is better than the populist decision in some equilibrium. 24 Accordingly, we will use a stronger solution concept. Specifically, we will additionally require that the voting pattern be coalition proof: that is, there is no credible, mutually profitable deviation from any candidate strategy combination, where credibly recursively requires that no subset of the deviators have a credible further deviation. 25 We will abuse terminology by henceforth referring to such a strategy combination as an equilibrium. Recall that every generic binary voting game has a unique equilibrium.
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Our first result generalizes Proposition 3.4. We will focus on generic public committees, in which s 6 =
for any decisions d 6 = e. 24 These observations are commonplace in the literature on voting games with no outsiders. 25 It is technically more elegant to require strategy combinations to be coalition proof in every neighboring game. However, this turns out to be an equivalent, and expositionally less convenient refinement. Our results would also hold with strength: a refinement of coalition proofness. Seidmann (2008b) discusses the robustness of our results to other solution concepts.
26 Coalition proofness only refines our previous solution concept by eliminating strategy combinations in which an L-dominated public committee all vote for their populist decisions.
Proposition 4.1 (Voting patterns) a A heterogeneous committee never votes unanimously in public, but it must vote unanimously in private if the issue is insensitive enough.
b A majority of insiders in a homogeneous public committee may be dissidents, but plurality insiders are a majority in any private committee.
c Any dissent in a homogeneous public committee is worse than the committee decision, whereas any dissent in a private committee is better than the committee decision.
d Dissidents in a homogeneous public committees earn more than plurality insiders, whereas dissidents in a homogeneous private committee earn less than plurality insiders.
Proof
Throughout the proof, we will write E ⊆ D for the decision(s) which secure most votes in some equilibrium.
It is convenient to start with a technical result: Lemma 4.1 a A single decision secures most votes in every equilibrium of a homogeneous public voting game.
b A single decision secures most votes in every equilibrium of a private voting game. Proof a Suppose that E contains at least two decisions, and let d be the worst decision in E. Every insider who votes for a decision e in E therefore earns p(d) + sg(e). We must therefore have g(d) < g(e) for every e ∈ E\d, else an insider who votes d could profitably deviate to voting e. However, this implies that an insider who votes e has a profitable deviation to voting d.
b Insider j who votes for e ∈ E must receive a reward close to g j (e) whenever the committee reaches any decision in E in a neighboring game; and is arbitrarily most likely to be pivotal between the decisions in E in every neighboring game. As insider j's reward is almost independent of the decision reached, she must strictly prefer to vote for the best decision in E; so E must be a singleton.¥ Note that Lemma 4.1 characterizes each equilibrium: it does not say that there is a unique equilibrium.
It is convenient to prove the claims about public and private committees separately, starting with the former.
Public committees Lemma PUa implies that a heterogeneous committee cannot vote unanimously. Accordingly, suppose henceforth that the committee is homogeneous, and write d for the committee decision and e for any dissent.
If the committee reaches d then an insider who votes e earns p(d) + sg(e); so she could profitably deviate to voting d if g(e) < g(d), proving the first claim in part d. This in turn implies that d must be better than e, else plurality insiders could profitably deviate to voting e, proving the first claim in part c.
Finally, we prove the first claim in part b by example. Suppose that a seven-member committee selects a decision from the triple {l, m, h}, and that performance and gratitude satisfy If g and p are both between 0 and 1 and s is small enough then the public voting game possesses an equilibrium in which three insiders vote for h, two insiders vote for l, and the other two insiders vote for m: it is unprofitable for any dissident to vote for h; and the committee must reach a decision other than h after any other deviation, which is therefore unprofitable because s is very small.
Private committees
We now turn to the claims concerning private committees. It is convenient to start by proving the second claim in part c. Consider a putative equilibrium in which the committee reaches d by split vote. Fix a neighboring game and an insider (say, j) who intends to vote e 6 = d in that game. We focus, without loss of generality, on strategy combinations of the other insiders such that j is pivotal.
The other insiders' strategies and the probability of each tremble jointly determine the probability with which j is pivotal with respect to any given set of decisions. Lemma 4.1b implies that the committee reaches d with conditional probability close to 1 if insider j votes either d or a decision which then secures fewer votes than d. Hence, insider j can profitably deviate to voting d unless she prefers that the committee reach e than that it reach d: that is,
By definition of a Nash equilibrium, insider j receives a reward close to g j (e) if the committee reaches decision d in a neighboring game. Moreover, if the committee reaches decision e in a neighboring game then the posterior probability that insider j voted e is almost 1, so her reward must also be close to g j (e) if the committee reaches decision e in a neighboring game. Hence, the inequality above implies that p(e) > p(d), proving the second claim in part c.
We can now use this claim to prove that the committee must vote unanimously if the issue is insensitive enough. This requires arguments for existence and for uniqueness, which we provide in sequence:
Suppose that all insiders vote for the best decision. No insider can have a profitable unilateral or joint deviation, irrespective of rewards, because s ' 0; so the committee votes unanimously in an equilibrium.
Uniqueness requires a couple of arguments. If the committee does not reach the best decision then a coalition of insiders who do not vote for the best decision has a credible and mutually profitable joint deviation to doing so when the issue is insensitive enough. Part c precludes any dissent when the committee reaches the best decision. In sum, the committee votes unanimously for the best decision in every equilibrium when the issue is insensitive enough. Now suppose, contrary to the second claim in part b, that a majority of insiders in a homogeneous committee are dissidents. Write ∆ ⊂ D for the dissents, δ for the committee decision, and d for the dissent which secures most gratitude: arg max e∈∆ g(e). A dissident who votes for e earns p(δ) + sg(e) in the putative equilibrium; and her reward would be a convex combination of g(e) and g(f) if the committee reached any decision f 6 = δ in a neighboring game. Consequently, any large enough coalition of dissidents has a mutually profitable joint deviation to voting d because performance improves (p(d) > p(δ) by part c) and they receive higher rewards. This deviation is credible if the coalition is chosen such that its members are pivotal between d and δ after the deviation.
Finally, we turn to the second claim in part d. If a dissident in a homogeneous private committee (who votes e) were better off than plurality insiders (who vote d) then g(d) < g(e). A coalition of plurality insiders could then profitably jointly deviate to voting e: for performance would improve (by part c), and every coalition member would receive a larger reward, which is a convex combination of g(d) and g(e) in neighboring games. This deviation is credible unless these insiders have a yet more profitable joint deviation.¥ Proposition 4.1 demonstrates that most of our results on voting patterns for binary issues (Proposition 3.4a-c) carry over to homogeneous committees, and that most of our results on voting in private committees do not rely on the issue being binary. The arguments and intuitions are also similar to those provided in the last section.
Proposition 3.2a states that a heterogeneous private committee which votes unanimously must reach the best decision when the issue is binary. This result does not generalize. To see this, suppose that three insiders (j = 1, 2, 3) take on out of three decisions (l, m and h), where Table 4.2 and g, G and p are all in (0, 1). If the issue is sensitive enough then there is an equilibrium in which all insiders vote for m.
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Several claims in Proposition 4.1 do not carry over to heterogeneous committees:
• Seidmann (2008b) Example A.3 demonstrates that a majority of insiders may be dissidents in a heterogeneous private committee;
• A dissent may be better than the decision reached by a heterogeneous public committees. To see this, note that every insider votes for her populist decision if the decision is sensitive enough. Consequently, dissidents may vote for decisions which are better than the plurality decision if outsiders are heterogeneous; and
• An insider must vote for his populist decision if it is best, and may therefore earn more than plurality insiders in a heterogeneous private committee if the issue is not binary.
Part b could be tested directly on homogeneous committees, for example when there is a single outsider. Part c could also be tested when performance can be estimated. 28 However, we can use also parts c and d to generate testable implications under much weaker conditions. Specifically, if performance is single-peaked on D then part c implies that all dissents in a private committee must exceed the committee decision or all dissents must be below the committee decision; and if gratitude is single-peaked on D then part d implies that every dissent in a homogeneous public committee must also lie on one side of the committee decision. These predictions seem to have no counterpart in the literature. (Dissent is necessarily one-sided when the issue is binary.)
We now consider whether the FOMC voting pattern is consistent with this prediction. The voting pattern was only two-sided at 22 of the 450 FOMC meetings between October 1967 and January 2010. 29 Strictly speaking, all of the other observations are consistent with our prediction. However, the prediction is strengthened by noting that dissent was one-sided at 74% of the 84 meetings at which there were two or more dissidents (so that the prediction might fail). Even more strikingly, there were two or more dissidents at 53 of the 154 meetings at the Bank of England's monetary policy committee between June 1997 and February 2010; and the voting pattern was only two-sided at 8 of these meetings. 30 We now compare performance across mechanisms when the committee is homogeneous; so the median insider (dictator) is well-defined, and there is a common populist decision. In contrast to the binary case, a homogeneous private committee may reach several decisions in (different) equilibria: cf. Seidmann (2008b) Example 4.2. Nevertheless, we can bound the decisions which can be reached with each mechanism. We will say that mechanism A outperforms mechanism B if, for every sensitivity, the worst decision that can be reached with A is at least as good as the best decision that can be reached with B; and that the inequality is strict for generic sensitivities. (This generalizes our condition in Section 3.4.) Proposition 4.2 (Performance) If the committee is homogeneous then a A dictator and a public committee reach the same decision, which is at least as good as the populist decision;
b A private committee outperforms a public committee.
Proof Write the dictator's choice as d. a A public committee reaches d in every coalition proof equilibrium when the issue is binary or when insiders are homogeneous; but the arguments differ in the two cases. If the issue is binary then an L-dominated public committee reaches h whenever an insider in L who is pivotal between the two decisions is willing to sacrifice her own reward to ensure better performance: which is exactly the trade-off faced by a dictator, who is necessarily pivotal between all feasible decisions. This is no longer true of a public committee when the issue is not binary because the median insider is typically pivotal between a subset of decisions, whereas a dictator must be pivotal between all decisions. The argument for equivalence runs as follows:
A public voting game has an equilibrium in which it also reaches d: unanimously if d is the populist decision; and with a bare majority [resp. minority] voting for d [resp. the populist decision] otherwise. Furthermore, a dictator must earn as much as a plurality insider, else the dictator could profitably deviate.
Suppose that a dictator were strictly better off than a plurality insider in some equilibrium of the public voting game. Lemma 4.1a states that the plurality decision secures most votes in any equilibrium. This number cannot exceed the votes cast for the populist decision by more than two, else a plurality insider has a profitable deviation. Furthermore, the populist decision must secure at least as many votes as any dissent, else a dissident could profitably deviate. Any large enough coalition of plurality insiders has a mutually profitable deviation to voting for d; and this deviation is credible if d then secures one vote more than the populist decision. Consequently, the dictator and the public committee must reach the same decision, which must be at least as good as the populist decision.
b The dictator's decision maximizes p(δ) + sg(δ). Simple calculations reveal that d is no better than the decision (say, e) which maximizes p(δ) + J+1 2J sg(δ) for every s, and may be worse for some s. We will now argue that the private committee can reach e. Suppose that all insiders vote e, and construct neighboring games such that every insider trembles to every other decision with some common probability. All insiders then receive a reward close to g(e) if the committee reaches e, and a reward close to J−1 2J g(e) + J+1 2J g(δ) if it reaches δ. The definition of e immediately implies that no insider can profitably deviate when pivotal in a neighboring game, and no coalition of insiders has a mutually profitable joint deviation: so the strategy combination is an equilibrium.
We complete the proof by showing that the private committee cannot reach a decision (say, e) which is worse than d. There is no such equilibrium if there is a decision f 6 = e and a large enough coalition of plurality insiders for each of whom (j): p(f ) + sr j (f) > p(e) + sg(e); and no other decision g and a large enough subset of these insiders for each of whom (k):
Notice that r j (f) ≥ min{g(e), g(f)}, which implies that p(d) + sr j (d) > p(e) + sg(e) for every plurality insider j whenever e is worse than d. As D is finite, some subset of plurality insiders has a credible, mutually profitable deviation; so a homogeneous private committee cannot reach a decision worse than d.¥
The intuition for the superior performance of homogeneous private committees is analogous to that for binary issues: outsiders fully reward a public committee insider who unexpectedly votes for the populist decision. By contrast, they only reward such an unexpected vote by a private committee insider if the committee reaches an unexpected decision; and even then, outsiders partially reward all insiders, as they cannot identify the insider(s) who have deviated. Public committee insiders therefore face greater incentives to deviate from an equilibrium in which the committee reaches a decision better than the populist decision; so the threshold sensitivity below which a public committee reaches such a decision is lower than that for a public committee.
In Section 3.4, we noted that a public committee and a homogeneous private committee cannot exhibit a norm of consensus when the issue is binary. Lemma PUa and Proposition 4.2a imply that the result for public committees does not rely on the supposition that the issue is binary. However, the equilibrium which we used to prove Proposition 4.2b demonstrates that a homogeneous private committee can exhibit a norm of consensus when the issue is nonbinary. In further contrast to the binary case, the committee exhibits a norm without necessarily reaching the best decision. Seidmann (2008b) Example A.1 demonstrates that a heterogeneous public committee may outperform the private committee (so Proposition 4.2 does not carry over to all heterogeneous committees). In the example, the best decision is populist for most, but not all insiders; and the issue is very sensitive. Lemma PU then implies that the public committee reaches the best decision. However, some insiders would not vote for this decision when pivotal in a private voting game because the issue is so sensitive; so Lemma PR1a implies that the private committee is outperformed. The 'median' insider may be undefined in heterogeneous committees when the issue is not binary; but the public committee also outperforms a randomly selected dictator in the example.
These properties clearly generalize beyond Example A.1. A public committee is always an optimal mechanism if the best decision is populist for a plurality of insiders. On the other hand, the optimal mechanism may be a randomly selected dictator in other heterogeneous cases. To see this, suppose that decision d is populist for all insiders except j, for whom a better decision is populist. If the decision is sensitive enough then a committee would reach d in every equilibrium; but insider j would reach a better decision as dictator. In sum, each mechanism is optimal for some heterogeneous committee.
Summary
We have analyzed play in private and public voting games, where insiders have dual loyalties. In the two benchmark cases (a binary issue and a homogeneous committee), a private committee outperforms both a public committee with the same composition and a dictator. These results formalize the notion that performance in public committees is stymied by grandstanding, but that dissents in private committees are not self-serving. Indeed, if insiders are homogeneous then dissidents earn more than plurality insiders in public, but are worse off in private committees.
Our model also has potentially testable implications for the voting pattern. Specifically, dissents are better than the committee decision in private voting games, but are worse than the committee decision in homogeneous public voting games. This implies that heterogeneous committees cannot vote unanimously in public, but that private committees may exhibit a norm of consensus. We have also argued that all dissents lie on one side of the committee decision, irrespective of whether voting is in public, when gratitude and performance are each single-peaked functions.
We have derived our results in a model which abstracts away from deliberation and social pressure to conform, but yields some comparable predictions, such as the norm of consensus in private committees. On the other hand, our model seems less equipped to explain other stylized features of committees, such as a bounded optimal size: for example, Berger and Nitsch's (2008) evidence suggests that inflation is minimized when a monetary policy committee has between seven and ten members.
We have assumed that outsiders reward insiders simply for representing their interests, and that insiders vote simultaneously. It would be interesting to know whether our results extend to more complicated reward schemes (such as conditioning on whether insiders are pivotal) and to voting around the table.
